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Secretary Mary E. Peters  
U. S. Department of Transportation  
1200 New Jersey Avenue  
Washington, DC 2xxxx

Dear Madame Secretary:

We are pleased to transmit to you Managing Risks in Civil Aviation: A Review of the FAA’s Approach to Safety. We were charged with the task of evaluating and crafting recommendations to improve the FAA’s safety culture and the implementation of an aviation safety system. We believe that our recommendations can enhance the continuation of the ever improving aviation safety record and hope that they will be useful to you and FAA leadership.

We were privileged and honored to serve on the Independent Review Team. During our four-month assignment, we met extensively with FAA staff and industry experts who volunteered their time and analysis to make this effort possible. We were extremely impressed with the cooperation provided by all. Please thank them on our behalf.

Sincerely,

Edward W. Stimpson, Chairman

William O. McCabe

Carl W. Vogt

J. Randolph Babbitt

Malcolm K. Sparrow
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THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590

APR 26 2008

Edward Stimpson
105 E. Highland View Drive
Boise, ID 83702-1641

Dear Mr. Stimpson:

I appreciate your willingness to be part of the Independent Review Team to assess the implementation and culture of the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA’s) Safety Management System.

While we are currently in the midst of the safest period in the history of aviation, I have initiated a number of improvements in how the FAA’s Safety Management System is implemented. The creation of this team is a major component of my initiative. Your work will be invaluable in assisting FAA Acting Administrator Sturgell improve upon an already sound record of safety.

I stated in my April 18th announcement that this independent, non-partisan team will evaluate and craft recommendations to improve the FAA’s safety culture as well as the implementation of the aviation safety system. I look forward to seeing your report within 120 days. During this time, I invite you to provide me with regular updates on your progress.

As you know, there is vast agreement among aviation experts that the current, risk-based Safety Management System, as directed by the 1997 White House Commission on Aviation Safety and Security, is the best approach to ensuring that each time a passenger boards a plane, that plane is safe. The data show this approach is working. Your task is not to reinvent the FAA’s safety regime. Rather, I would like you to develop actionable recommendations that will result in a more robust safety program. As I stated in my announcement of this initiative, “there is simply no question that our approach is sound and our results decisive. But there is also no doubt a good system can always be made better.”

Your personal contributions will be crucial to reassuring the flying public that our aviation safety system is safe. Thank you for your service on this team and for your commitment to aviation safety.

Sincerely,

Mary E. Peters
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Executive Summary

Context and Task: The Independent Review Team (IRT) is grateful to Secretary Mary Peters for granting us the opportunity to review the FAA’s approach to safety. We believe that the events of this spring have provided a valuable opportunity to check the agency’s course, and to identify some adjustments that can help to optimize the FAA’s future contribution to safety.

On April 3, 2008, the House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, chaired by Representative James L. Oberstar, conducted a hearing into safety issues at Southwest Airlines, and possible lapses in FAA oversight. The committee’s investigation, based on whistleblower complaints received from FAA inspectors, explored allegations that Southwest Airlines, with FAA complicity, had allowed at least 117 of its planes to fly in violation of regulations. The central issue running throughout the April 2008 congressional hearings, and all the attendant publicity, was whether the FAA had succumbed to excessively “cozy” relationships with the airlines, routinely failed to take proper enforcement action, and allowed non-compliant airlines to escape penalties by using the voluntary disclosure programs without fixing their underlying safety problems.

In response to the congressional and public concern arising from the Southwest Airlines incident, the FAA ordered an immediate and nationwide audit of compliance with Airworthiness Directives (AD). As a direct result of these “special emphasis” AD audits, problems quickly surfaced with American Airlines’ fleet of MD-80s. On April 8, faced with the prospect of imminent enforcement action by the FAA, American Airlines chose to ground its entire fleet of MD-80’s (more than 350 planes), putting these planes back into service only once the AD requirements had been completely met, and to the FAA’s satisfaction. From April 8 to 11, American Airlines cancelled 3,100 flights, stranding or inconveniencing more than 250,000 passengers.

The grounding of American’s MD-80 fleet came only days after the April 3 congressional hearing into the Southwest non-grounding—which has led many to suggest that the FAA overreacted, and that the disruption to American’s schedule was unnecessary. The combination of these events, and the extraordinary coincidences in term of timing, produced, for the FAA, a perfect storm. First the agency was broadly accused and roundly condemned for having slipped into excessively cozy relationships with industry. Then, within days, it was accused of acting in an unusually harsh and legalistic manner, causing severe disruption and economic damage.

It is certainly plausible, given these conflicting criticisms and intense scrutiny, that some FAA staff might have felt for a while disoriented, or that different parts of the agency could have reacted by pulling in different directions. But this rather intense squall now seems to have mostly subsided. The task for the IRT relates less to determining what happened within the squall, and has more to do with helping the FAA emerge from its buffeting facing the right direction, set steadfastly on the best possible
long-term course, and poised to advance flight safety in the most efficacious way possible.

Secretary Peters charged the IRT with the task of examining the FAA’s safety culture, and its implementation of safety management. She has asked us to prepare recommendations that might help to optimize the agency’s regulatory effectiveness as it relates to airline safety. Our task, therefore, is more forward-looking and prescriptive than backward-looking and investigative. We recognize the importance of this challenge, and we very much appreciate the trust Secretary Peters has placed in us.

**Methodology:** The IRT began its work on May 1, 2008. Secretary Peters asked us to report within 120 days. During the intervening four months, we were granted broad access to FAA executives, managers, and front-line inspectors. We conducted meetings with industry management teams (particularly airline executives responsible for flight safety) at nine different airlines. We also met with the staff of the specific FAA offices responsible for overseeing those nine airlines. In addition, we met with representatives from a broad range of industry associations, other stakeholder groups, and labor unions. We visited other organizational units within the FAA, including seven Flight Standards District Offices (FSDOs). We talked with FAA whistleblowers, including Bobby Boutris and Douglas Peters from the Southwest Airlines Certificate Management Office (CMO). We also met with a representative of the National Transportation Safety Board, with Special Counsel Scott Bloch, with Inspector General Calvin Scovel, and former Inspector General Ken Mead. We also had discussions with Chairman Oberstar, Ranking Member Mica, and members of their staffs.

The IRT is enormously grateful to these individuals, several hundred in fact, who freely gave of their time, and their very frank advice, to make sure we were properly informed. We regret that, given time constraints, we were not able to meet with all the groups that asked to brief us. We hope this report does justice to these generous contributions.

We are phenomenally impressed with what the FAA and the aviation industry have achieved, driving accident rates down to extraordinarily low levels. Our recommendations are designed to help optimize the agency’s future contributions to safety in an increasingly complex environment.

**Airworthiness Directives:** The FAA has already recognized the need to improve the AD process and the quality and clarity of ADs themselves. Acting Administrator Robert Sturgell has commissioned an *AD Compliance Review Team*, which includes FAA executives and airline industry representatives, and it will, in due course, recommend ways of improving the drafting, review, and integration of ADs; and the audit and enforcement of AD-compliance. The IRT supports the reexamination of the AD and Alternative Means of Compliance (AMOC) processes, now underway.

We do not expect that work, however, to entirely eliminate conflicts in interpretation. To the extent that parties may still differ on the issue of just how literally one has to read an AD’s requirements, we very much hope that the introduction of *progress-
towards-compliance reviews will lower the stakes substantially when such differences do surface. We propose that the FAA should provide timely information about new AD requirements, in advance of compliance dates, to all relevant FAA field offices. Those offices should then be responsive to any carrier that requests assistance in the form of progress-towards-compliance audits or reviews, in advance of the AD compliance dates. The IRT imagines that this particular form of collaboration should benefit the airlines and the FAA, while benefiting the traveling public by reducing the chances of major disruptions.

The IRT strongly opposes any move to require or expect inspectors to make safety-of-flight determinations, or other risk assessments, before taking enforcement action in relation to AD non-compliance. Of course, a regulator should not be prohibited from applying his or her professional judgment and discretion. Indeed, society relies on the professional judgment of regulators, and sensible application of the law, to prevent regulatory regimes from becoming oppressive, unresponsive, or absurd. But mandating the use of evaluative criteria, which themselves could never be unambiguously defined, would likely undermine the FAA’s ability to take effective enforcement action when necessary. We feel that it is vital for the FAA to retain the right to ground any aircraft found out-of-compliance with any relevant AD, without having to prove anything else at that moment.

**Voluntary Disclosure Programs:** We re-affirm the value of the FAA’s voluntary disclosure programs as vital to continuing improvement. These programs are in line with modern regulatory practice, and are suitably circumscribed. Such programs are more vital to the FAA, in our view, than to other regulatory agencies, given the essentially preventive nature of the residual risk-control task, and the resulting importance of learning about and learning from precursor events.

We also re-affirm the importance of FAA compliance with the guidelines and restrictions surrounding the voluntary programs, which are designed to guarantee these programs’ integrity and prevent the erosion of industry’s compliance incentives. Abuse of these programs will surely lead to the loss of them, and that would be a tragedy. We see an important role for the Department of Transportation Inspector General’s office in monitoring the FAA’s compliance with the conditions and restrictions governing these programs.

**The Culture of the FAA:** We have found the FAA’s aviation safety staff to be unambiguously committed to its core mission of safety. However, we find a remarkable degree of variation in regulatory ideologies among the field office staff, which, in places, creates the likelihood of generating wide variances, and possible errors, in regulatory decision-making. We believe agency leadership should pay particular attention to this issue, and create intervention mechanisms to help guarantee coherence and rationality in regulatory practice, and to elevate a task-focus above tool-based preferences and ideologies. We believe the FAA still needs some mechanisms for identifying and dealing with potentially troubled offices, where sharp conflicts of regulatory ideology persist. Potentially, such conflicts could escalate if and when some high-stakes decisions arise.
We believe the FAA needs a method for reviewing the overall regulatory functioning of CMOs, using teams of experienced managers drawn from other regions, and we note the recent creation of the Flight Standards Service Internal Assistance Capability (IAC). Although this is a new program, and not yet much exercised within the agency, we recognize the alignment of its design purpose with the type of office-based interventions that we feel might be helpful with respect to regulatory culture. We have recommended some methods for identifying potentially troubled field offices, as candidates for review by IAC teams.

The IRT has considered the possibility of creating another independent office (inside the FAA, reporting directly to the FAA Administrator) to receive and handle complaints regarding critical safety issues. DOT Inspector General Scovel offered this proposal during congressional testimony in April. On balance, we think such a structure should now be unnecessary, especially if alternate means for identifying and resolving clashes of regulatory ideology, where they exist within particular FAA offices, can be provided.

We have also considered the proposal to mandate rotation of managers and/or supervisors on a 3-yearly or 5-yearly basis. We understand the enhanced risk of regulatory capture that long-standing relationships between regulators and regulated entities might produce. We also understand the countervailing value in accumulating a detailed knowledge of a specific airline's operations. We believe that any enhanced risk of capture can be properly mitigated without mandated rotation, and propose alternate means for dealing with this risk. Specifically, the FAA could routinely schedule IAC reviews of any offices where the managerial team has remained intact for more than some preset number of years (e.g. 3 years, or 5 years). This approach avoids the costs and disruption of mandated rotations and provides a more focused and diagnostic way of dealing with the same risk.

**Safety Management Systems:** The IRT has found it useful, in assessing the FAA's approach to Safety Management Systems (SMS) to distinguish three different contributions the FAA can make:

a) **FAA's Oversight role:** Specifying requirements for SMS systems to be constructed and operated by regulated entities, and then auditing them for adequacy, effective operation, and compliance.

b) **FAA's Operational role:** Establishing systems within the agency for identification and mitigation of risks that transcend individual regulated entities, or which straddle multiple sectors of the industry, and which rise to the level at which they require national or governmental attention. (i.e. actually dealing with risks that belong at the FAA level).

c) **FAA policy and rule-making role:** Policy and rule-making at the FAA should rest on sound risk-assessments and analysis.

With respect to the FAA's oversight of industry's SMS implementations, we note that the agency will have trouble meeting the International Civil Aviation Organization's
deadlines for rulemaking by November 2009. We also note that the FAA’s SMS program engages with airlines on a voluntary basis and in a healthy fashion, even in advance of any final rule. We are confident that the FAA, in its SMS oversight role, will help those airlines not so advanced in this area to catch up, and will also be able to overlay some more standardized framework on the various approaches to SMS now being pursued across the industry.

We are encouraged by the general level of SMS understanding and implementation among the airlines we have visited. To us, several of the airlines’ systems seemed excellent, reflecting a clear understanding of the myriad methods of hazard discovery, the need for formalized assessment, analysis and resolution of them, and the need for follow-through and methodological rigor in assuring continued suppression of those risks over time.

We observe a widespread confusion throughout the FAA regarding the nature of the FAA’s operational role under SMS (i.e. (b) above). Even though the FAA has already demonstrated a capacity to conduct sophisticated analyses of policy issues (i.e. (c) above), and of some high-profile risk concentrations, we do not believe the FAA stresses sufficiently its own potential to contribute to safety through the expansion and development of its own operational risk-management capabilities. The FAA is developing certain technical capabilities that will be pivotal to this operational role (such as the Aviation Safety Information Sharing (ASIAS) project, and the aggregation of voluntary disclosure data), and has begun the work of assembling the requisite analytic teams, but has paid less attention to the organizational challenges involved in structuring this work.

**ATOS, Information Technology, and the role of FAA Inspectors:** It is evident from the IRT’s interviews with inspectors, which covered fifteen different FAA field offices, that the Air Transportation Oversight System (ATOS) still needs further attention for it to live up to its promise. The IRT believes that the process of further refining this system must be informed by a solid empirical understanding of the way in which inspectors now spend their time. We urge the leadership of the Aviation Safety Office to commission a time-and-motion study of the daily work-life for front-line inspectors, particularly to discern the effects of ATOS and other IT systems on the productivity and effectiveness of the inspection workforce.

**Agency Structure:** Finally, for longer-term consideration, we would flag the issue of the FAA’s carrier-specific oversight structure. Alternative forms of organization, applied to suitable functions, might better balance the agency, helping to mitigate the dangers of capture, promote consistency across airlines, and eliminate obvious inefficiencies in the oversight of certain categories of facilities.

We hope these observations will be useful as the FAA seeks to meet the increasingly complex demands of aviation safety.
compliance, once discovered, was not materially affected by the preceding events and the criticism swirling around the agency at the time.

Immediately after the grounding, when asked by Secretary of Transportation Mary Peters to explain how and why the grounding had come about, FAA management responded by presenting evidence which, in its view, demonstrated that "the aircraft did not meet minimum standards for compliance and presented safety of flight concerns," and the grounding was therefore justified.\(^{17}\)

1.3 FAA’s “Perfect Storm”: As of the date of this report, several whistleblower complaints remain under investigation, and the Southwest and American AD-compliance issues remain the subject of continuing litigation and appeal. Investigations by the DOT Inspector General’s office, the Office of Special Counsel, and a number of FAA-directed project teams will, in time, interpret these events in greater detail and help us all understand which actions were appropriate and which were not. We, the members of the Independent Review Team (IRT), do not feel we can add much to the forensic examination of these events. Nor should we, given ongoing litigation.

Whatever conclusions one might reach about each of these events, one thing is certain: the combination of them, and the extraordinary coincidences in terms of timing, have produced, for the FAA, a “perfect storm.” First the agency was broadly accused and roundly condemned for having slipped into excessively cozy relationships with industry. Then, within days, it was accused of acting in an unusually harsh and legalistic manner, to the significant detriment of the traveling public.

In terms of the FAA’s regulatory toolkit, the grounding of a fleet represents one of the heaviest hammers it has available. With Southwest, the agency was accused of failing to use it when they should; the following week, with American, it was accused of using it unnecessarily and thereby causing severe disruption and economic damage.

It is certainly plausible, given these conflicting criticisms and intense scrutiny, that some FAA staff might have felt for a while disoriented, or that different parts of the agency could have reacted by pulling in different directions. But this rather intense squall now seems to have mostly subsided.

The task for the IRT relates less to determining what happened within the squall, and has more to do with helping the FAA emerge from its buffeting facing the right direction, set steadfastly on the best possible long-term course, and poised to advance flight safety in the most efficacious way possible.

\(^{17}\) Report to U S. Transportation Secretary Mary E. Peters on American Airlines MD-80 Groundings,” Federal Aviation Administration, May 2, 2008. See cover memo from Robert A. Sturgell, Acting Administrator, FAA. Secretary Peters also asked American Airlines for a report on the matter. In its response, American Airlines contended that, as lead airline on MD-80s, it had worked with Boeing to develop the Service Bulletin content of the AD in question, and that there had never been a safety of flight issue with regard to American’s compliance with the AD.
Secretary Peters has charged the IRT with the task of examining the FAA's safety culture, and its implementation of safety management.\textsuperscript{18} She has asked us to prepare recommendations that might help to optimize the agency's regulatory effectiveness as it relates to airline safety. Our task, therefore, is more forward-looking and prescriptive than backward-looking and investigative. It is not so much focused on the FAA's uses (or non-uses) of any particular enforcement tool or of enforcement methods in general, but with its broader organizational approach and long-term strategy for guaranteeing flight safety. We recognize the importance of this challenge, and we very much appreciate the trust Secretary Peters has placed in us.

1.4 Methodology and limitations of this study: The Independent Review Team began its work on May 1, 2008. Secretary Peters asked us to report within 120 days. During the intervening four months we were granted broad access to FAA executives, managers, and front-line inspectors. We conducted meetings with industry management teams (particularly executives responsible for flight safety) at nine different airlines,\textsuperscript{19} spending half a day with each group. We also met with the staff of the specific FAA offices responsible for overseeing those nine airlines. Typically, we met with the airline management team in the morning, and spent the afternoon with the relevant FAA CMO staff, so we could hear how the regulatory relationship appeared to be working when viewed from both sides of the regulatory fence. At the CMO we would meet first with the supervisors and managers,\textsuperscript{20} and then meet with as many of the front-line inspectors as wanted to attend, while their managers were excluded from the room.

In addition, we met with representatives from a broad range of industry associations, other stakeholder groups, and labor unions. We visited other organizational units within the FAA, including seven Flight Standards District Offices (FSDOs).\textsuperscript{21} We talked with FAA whistleblowers, including Bobby Boutris and Douglas Peters from the Southwest Airlines CMO. We also met with a representative of the National Transportation Safety Board, with Special Counsel Scott Bloch, DOT Inspector General Calvin Scovel, and former DOT Inspector General Ken Mead. We had discussions with Chairman Oberstar, Ranking Member Mica, and members of their staffs.\textsuperscript{22}

The IRT is enormously grateful to these individuals, several hundred in fact, who freely gave of their time, and offered their very frank advice, to make sure we were properly informed. We regret that, given time constraints, we were not able to meet with all the groups that asked to brief us. We hope we can do justice to these generous contributions.

\textsuperscript{18} Commissioning letter to IRT team members, from Mary E. Peters, Secretary of Transportation, April 25, 2008. See Appendix 6.

\textsuperscript{19} Alaska, American, Compass, Continental, Delta, jetBlue, Northwest, Southwest, and United.

\textsuperscript{20} The Office Manager for the CMO, Principal Maintenance Inspector(s), Principal Avionics Inspector(s), and Principal Operations Inspector(s), plus others of similar rank.

\textsuperscript{21} FSDOs visited: Atlanta, Boise, Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, Seattle, Washington D.C.

\textsuperscript{22} See Appendix 5 for a full listing of stakeholder groups and individuals interviewed by the IRT.
provided fuel for perceptions of inappropriate coziness. On balance, the IRT feels that the existence of such an appeal mechanism is important.

6.2 The FAA’s Regulatory Culture: While FAA staff may all agree about the regulatory goals, they display a remarkable range of views when it comes to regulatory style and methods. Some believe passionately in the importance of enforcement, and see close relationships with industry as inherently dangerous and potentially corrupt. A larger number believe (equally passionately) in the value of close collaborative partnerships, and these officials worry that harsh enforcement will damage trust, forcing the regulated entity to withdraw from collaboration and “clam up.”

Modern regulatory agencies have at their disposal a broad range of tools. The most effective agencies can use them all, whenever appropriate, and can also put on different regulatory “faces” at different times. There is no reason why a regulator should not run the toughest of enforcement campaigns against persistent and egregious offenders, and the very next day use less adversarial behavior-modification methods and collaborative risk-mitigation approaches with audiences and on problems for which such methods work better. Ordinary professional judgment, for any regulator, involves picking the right tool for the task, over and over again, across a diverse range of tasks.

For any one task, there will always remain some room for disagreement about which tool is best, or which combination of tools. But what is genuinely harmful, within a regulatory agency, is where differences of professional opinion rise to the level of competing ideologies, or fundamentally irreconcilable beliefs about “who we are and how we operate.” When that happens, schisms appear, camps develop, enmities form, and—in the worst cases—professionals actively seek to undermine each other’s careers, genuinely believing they are each acting in the public interest.

The IRT has observed a surprisingly wide range of regulatory ideologies alive and well within the FAA. In the case of the Southwest CMO, contrasting beliefs about the right way to manage the airline turned into a bitter professional feud, which continued to fester for several years despite several attempts by management to intervene.

The IRT cannot say with any confidence that potentially dangerous conflicts do not exist anywhere else in the organization. However, we have not found any other CMOs where such conflicts have produced the level of dysfunction that reportedly existed in the Southwest CMO prior to its shake-up and managerial overhaul earlier this year.

We can say, for sure, that in most of the FAA offices we visited we found inspection teams to be harmonious, professional, and mutually supportive, even while they accommodated a range of personalities and viewpoints. These tended to be the offices with experienced and widely respected management teams, who were clearly effective in establishing an appropriate regulatory tone, were happy to discuss—at length if necessary—different points of view about what ought to be done, and not the least bit threatened by the idea of calling in a second or third opinion when views did not align. In these offices, conflict was healthy. Differences were aired. Nothing festered. Managers would make the decisions commensurate with their pay grades, and explain
them openly. Difficult cases were discussed at greater length, and calling in independent views (from outside the office if necessary) was regarded as a perfectly ordinary part of professional life.

We have found other regions where sharp differences of opinion seem to exist. Potentially, such conflicts could escalate if and when some high-stakes decisions arise.

Two particular phenomena tend to confirm our fears that sharply conflicting regulatory ideologies not only exist, but are allowed to persist within the FAA with little or no attempt to resolve or manage them. First, we are told that in some CMOs, a very high proportion of the enforcement actions taken and penalties imposed result from the activities of a very small proportion of the inspection team. In at least one case reported to us, the bulk of the enforcement actions against a major airline is initiated by just one inspector. Perhaps surprisingly, this situation apparently persists even now, long after the events of this spring provided the agency a rather serious opportunity to reflect on its methods, style, and regulatory decision-making processes. We would assume that a team of inspectors, dealing with the same airline, sees roughly the same degree of compliance day by day. In which case, the fact that one or two inspectors take virtually all of the enforcement actions, while the others obviously reject that approach, ought to concern the management and leadership of the organization. Maybe it does. But the situation persists.

Secondly, some enforcement-oriented inspectors are described in quite different ways by different parties. Airline officials frequently have referred to them, in discussions with the IRT, as “rogue inspectors,” and sometimes go on to characterize their behaviors as aggressive and belligerent. Those that do refer to inspectors in these terms expect the CMO management (the Office Manager and Principal Inspectors) to manage the “rogues” and keep them under control, so that the collaborative relationship between the CMO and the airline is not destroyed.

We have heard FAA management use the same term, and we have no doubt that some genuine “rogues” exist within any large workforce. But we are disturbed by the frequent association of the term “rogue inspector” with an apparent preference for enforcement methods. We seldom heard any inspector referred to as a “rogue” who was not also forceful on the enforcement front. If “rogueness” related to personality, demeanor and civility, rather than to choice of regulatory instruments, then there is no reason why the rogues would all turn out to be enforcement-minded.

We have also met several inspectors whom we had previously heard others describe as “rogues.” Several of them seemed articulate, sophisticated and professional, as far as we could tell from our meetings. Of course, from the rogues’ point of view, they are the ones doing the vital work of the agency, while everyone around them has gone soft and is no longer providing adequate protection for the public. Substantial numbers of their peers see more enforcement-minded inspectors in this somewhat heroic light too, and applaud their stance. From that camps’ perspective, any attempt by the CMO management team to “manage” them would constitute improper managerial interference with the enforcement authority or professional judgment of an inspector.
It is remarkable to us just how often we have heard precisely the same situation, involving the same inspectors, described by different people in diametrically opposite ways.

The prevailing wisdom, in the wake of the Southwest CMO events, was that the most serious errors were made by one Principal Maintenance Inspector who obstructed enforcement actions proposed by subordinates. That is what ultimately embarrassed the agency most of all, in that instance. Perhaps the public airing of that case, and the resulting actions taken against that particular PMI, are still having the effect of inhibiting managers elsewhere from interfering too much in lower level enforcement decisions. Perhaps that explains to some degree why significant disparities in opinion about choice of regulatory methods persists in some offices, even now.

The IRT views the persistence of such starkly contrasting regulatory ideologies in a small number of FAA offices as worrisome. We cannot say, though, whether these contrasting beliefs have as yet resulted in any regulatory negligence, or in any regulatory oppression.

From these observations, the IRT suggests a number of improvements:

- We believe the FAA still needs some mechanisms for identifying and dealing with potentially troubled offices, where sharp conflicts of regulatory ideology persist over time, and where these conflicts could in time produce serious errors in regulatory decision making.
- We believe the role of Office Managers and Principal Inspectors is pivotally important, and that training for these ranks should cover:
  - the management of contrasting regulatory views within the workforce,
  - methods for moderating extremes in regulatory style, and
  - methods for optimizing the regulatory effectiveness and coherence across a diverse team of inspectors.
- We believe the FAA needs a method for reviewing the overall regulatory functioning of CMOs, using teams of experienced managers drawn from other regions.

We note the creation, as of March 26, 2008, of the Flight Standards Service Internal Assistance Capability (IAC). Although this is a new program, and not yet much exercised within the agency, we recognize the alignment of its design purpose with the type of office-based interventions that we feel might be helpful with respect to regulatory culture. We also note the suitability of the staffing model proposed, with intervention teams consisting of experienced managers drawn together on a geographic or regional basis, but with visible independence from the office to be reviewed.49

49 The Flight Standards Evaluation Program (FSEP), created in October 2001, has some similar features, and was designed to “conduct independent reviews of programs within the Flight Standards Service in order to identify and correct systemic weaknesses.” The FSEP program emphasizes a structured and systematic approach, focused on the implementation and consistent application of
team has remained intact for more than some preset number of years (e.g. three years, or five years). If an IAC review of such an office indicates a need to break up the team and bring in a “fresh set of eyes,” then FAA leadership can act on such findings. This approach avoids the costs and disruption of mandated rotations that would, in most cases, serve no positive purpose. We believe this proposal provides a more focused and diagnostic way of dealing with the same risk.

6.4 Summary observations regarding the FAA’s culture, and recommendations:

Secretary Peters asked us to examine the FAA’s culture. We would summarize our most significant findings in this regard in the form of three questions and answers, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question:</th>
<th>IRT Assessment:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are the FAA and its staff genuinely and unambiguously committed to its safety mission?</td>
<td>Yes. (In our minds, without doubt.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How broad a range of views regarding regulatory style and choice of regulatory methods exists within the agency?</td>
<td>Unusually broad; and, in some specific offices, sufficiently broad to provoke concern and warrant attention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How effective has the agency been in handling and managing these differences in regulatory ideology?</td>
<td>Handling of such differences needs attention. We recommend an explicit focus on this issue.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We propose the following recommendations in this area:

6.4.1 Recommendation: The FAA should explicitly focus on wide divergences in regulatory ideologies, where they exist, as a source for potentially serious error.

To that end, the leadership of the Aviation Safety Office should devise means for identifying field offices where excessive divergence in regulatory ideologies exists.

Diagnostic analyses should include identification of those offices or teams where initiation of enforcement is severely skewed across the inspection team. Finding such situations does not mean, of course, that the enforcement-generating minority are wrong, or in need of correction. Nor does it mean that anyone is necessarily wrong. It just indicates a worryingly wide divergence in regulatory preferences, and that situation needs to be examined carefully before it does damage to the coherence, reasonableness or rationality of regulatory decision-making processes.

Analysis of the distribution of hotline calls by originating field office (where known), or by the field office subject of the complaint, might also serve to provide early warning of emerging problems in specific locations.
6.4.2 Recommendation: Training for Managers and Principal Inspectors should explicitly cover:

- the management of contrasting regulatory views within the workforce,
- methods for moderating extremes in regulatory style, and
- methods for optimizing the regulatory effectiveness and coherence across a diverse team of inspectors.

6.4.3 Recommendation: The FAA should deploy the Internal Assessment Capability (IAC), recently established, to review the composition and conduct of any offices or teams identified under the recommendation above.

6.4.4 Recommendation: The FAA should also deploy the Internal Assessment Capability on a routine basis to review the culture and conduct of any CMO where the managerial team has remained intact for more than three years. Rotation of managers might be recommended as the result of an IAC review, but would not be routinely required.

7.0 Safety Management Systems

The international aviation community uses the term “Safety Management System” (SMS) to describe a formalized risk-management approach to the enhancement of flight safety. The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has provided extensive guidance on the components of an SMS approach. The ICAO manual defines SMS as

"an organized approach to managing safety, including the necessary organizational structures, accountabilities, policies and procedures." 59

Despite the breadth of this definition—the requirements which ICAO imposes on its member states (which include the U.S.) focus more particularly on the role of regulators in overseeing private corporations. Airlines and air-traffic organizations (which have been privatized in many other countries) should design and build their own Safety Management Systems, and the appropriate governmental oversight agencies should make sure that these systems meet acceptable standards. As the ICAO manual states in its overview section,

"...States shall require that individual operators, maintenance organizations, ATS providers and certified aerodrome operators implement SMS accepted by the State." 60

59 ibid. Chapter 1, p. 2.
60 ibid. paragraph 1.4.5.
excessive coziness be reduced? If inspectors worked on the same planes, but for multiple carriers, would not the identification of risks associated with a plane, and inconsistencies in maintenance standards, be more easily identified?

We have not considered this issue deeply enough to arrive at any conclusions, nor to propose any specific recommendations. But we would like to flag this issue as an important one, looking forward. Civil aviation will only get busier and more complex over time. As it does so, we believe the FAA may require greater versatility in its organizational form. We also believe that the agency might acquire better balance, and improved efficiency, from such versatility.

10.0 Conclusion

The Independent Review Team is grateful to Secretary Peters for the opportunity granted us to review the FAA’s approach to safety. We believe that the events of this spring have provided a valuable opportunity to check the agency’s course, and to identify some adjustments than can help to optimize the FAA’s future contribution to safety.

We are phenomenally impressed with what this agency has achieved, in collaboration with the aviation industry, in driving accident rates down to extraordinarily low levels.

We re-affirm the value of its voluntary disclosure programs as vital to continuing improvement. These programs are in-line with modern regulatory practice, and are suitably circumscribed. Such programs are more vital to the FAA, in our view, than to other regulatory agencies, given the essentially preventive nature of the residual risk-control task, and the resulting importance of learning about and learning from precursor events.

We also re-affirm the importance of FAA compliance with the guidelines and restrictions surrounding the voluntary programs, which are designed to guarantee these programs’ integrity and prevent the erosion of industry’s compliance incentives. Abuse of these programs will surely lead to loss of them; and that would be a tragedy. We see an important role for the DOT Inspector General’s office in monitoring the FAA’s compliance with the conditions and restrictions governing these programs.

Regarding organizational culture, we have found the FAA’s aviation safety staff to be unambiguously committed to the core mission of safety. However, we find a remarkable degree of variation in regulatory ideologies among the staff, which, in places, creates the likelihood of generating wide variances, and possible errors, in regulatory decision-making. We believe agency leadership should pay particular attention to this issue, and create intervention mechanisms to help guarantee coherence and rationality in regulatory practice, and to elevate a task-focus above tool-based preferences.
Regarding Safety Management Systems, the FAA is working to meet its obligation to create an SMS rule governing regulated entities across the aviation industry. The agency will have trouble meeting the imposed ICAO deadline of November 2009, but is working constructively with all the major carriers on a voluntary basis in the meantime.

We believe the FAA needs to pay more explicit attention to the formulation of its own operational SMS contribution. Towards this end, ASIAS and the risk-management aspects of ATOS may in due course offer important contributions, but agency leadership needs to pay explicit attention to the organizational challenges involved as well, and prioritize the development of practical implementation plans.

ATOS needs further attention for it to live up to its promise, but refinements for this system must be informed by a solid empirical understanding of the way in which inspectors now spend their time.

Finally, for longer term consideration, we would flag the issue of the agency’s carrier-specific oversight structure. Alternative forms of organization, applied to suitable functions, might better balance the agency, helping to mitigate the dangers of capture, promote consistency across airlines, and eliminate obvious inefficiencies in the oversight of certain categories of facilities.

We hope these observations will be useful as the FAA seeks to meet the increasingly complex demands of aviation safety.

Madam Secretary, we submit this report for your consideration.

The Independent Review Team

September 2, 2008.
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This report presents the results of our audit of the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) Oversight of Aircraft Maintenance, Continuing Analysis and Surveillance Systems. This report is in response to requests by the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation and the House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure. An executive summary of the report follows this memorandum.

The objective of this audit was to determine the effectiveness of FAA’s oversight of air carriers’ continuing analysis and surveillance systems (CASS). CASS is the system air carriers use to monitor the effectiveness of their aircraft maintenance and inspection programs. To complete our review, we visited selected FAA Flight Standards Service offices. In addition, we accompanied FAA inspection teams on eight of the nine National Program Reviews of major air carriers. In preparing the report, we considered FAA’s October 4, 2001 comments to our August 23, 2001 discussion draft report.

This report focuses on one element of FAA’s inspection program, namely how FAA monitors the way air carriers execute their internal maintenance inspection and oversight programs, or their CASS. In this regard, it is important to note that FAA and the aviation industry rely on a series of overlapping controls to ensure aircraft maintenance is performed properly. In addition to CASS, air carriers rely on FAA-approved maintenance procedures, qualified mechanics, and their own inspector workforce to inspect and approve the repairs performed. Early next year we will be reporting on the results of a separate review of FAA’s implementation of its Air Transportation Oversight System (ATOS). ATOS is FAA’s new overall approach to air carrier safety oversight. It was designed to go beyond monitoring
air carrier operations for just compliance with regulations to evaluating all aspects of their operations and maintenance systems for indicators of safety risks. ATOS currently covers only 10 of the Nation’s largest air carriers.

FAA concurred with our recommendations for enhancing its oversight of air carriers’ CASS and has indicated that corrective actions are already underway. In comments on the draft report, FAA agreed to develop a follow-up system to monitor inspector findings of deficiencies in an air carrier’s maintenance practices; require inspectors to better document inspections; expedite the development and completion of CASS-specific training for inspectors who oversee CASS; and enhance CASS guidance. These corrective actions, when properly implemented, will satisfy the intent of our recommendations. Therefore, we consider these four recommendations resolved, subject to the audit follow-up requirements of Department of Transportation Order 8000.1C.

FAA also concurred with our recommendation to require comprehensive annual CASS inspections at all air carriers; however, FAA needs to provide a planned implementation date for completing changes to its CASS surveillance process before we consider this recommendation resolved. FAA partially concurred with our recommendation to require aviation safety inspectors to analyze maintenance-related inspection results to identify trends that could link deficiencies to the overall effectiveness of air carriers’ CASS. FAA stated that this type of analysis is already being performed; however, while performing our audit, we did not see any evidence that FAA’s analysis links maintenance-related deficiencies to the effectiveness of the CASS. FAA stated it will investigate enhancing the analysis process; therefore, this recommendation will remain open until FAA has performed its investigation and expanded its procedures to fully address our recommendation. We request that you provide a target date as to when you expect to complete this action.

We appreciate the courtesies and cooperation provided by your staff during the review. If you have any questions concerning this report, please contact me at (202) 366-1992, or David A. Dobbs, Deputy Assistant Inspector General for Aviation, at (202) 366-0500.
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Ron Page, ABU-100
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Oversight of Aircraft Maintenance,
Continuing Analysis and Surveillance Systems

Federal Aviation Administration

Report No. AV-2002-066

Background and Objective

On January 31, 2000, Alaska Airlines Flight 261 crashed into the Pacific Ocean just outside Los Angeles, killing all 88 people on-board. Preliminary investigation results disclosed that the cause of the crash could be related to the air carrier’s improper maintenance practices. Following the crash, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) conducted a special safety inspection, which revealed that Alaska Airlines improperly deferred maintenance, did not have adequate controls in place to ensure aircraft parts were tested to proper standards, and lacked effective quality control and quality assurance programs. According to FAA, these problems indicated a breakdown in the effectiveness of Alaska Airlines’ Continuing Analysis and Surveillance System (CASS). If the CASS had been operating effectively, Alaska Airlines’ own internal monitoring process should have identified the deficiencies in its maintenance program. In addition, the findings from the special inspection raised questions as to why FAA’s routine surveillance had not identified the deficiencies in Alaska Airlines’ CASS and ensured they were corrected.

Since 1964, FAA has required air carriers to establish and maintain a CASS to provide a structured process for carriers to use in identifying maintenance factors that could ultimately lead to an accident or incident. CASS is the system air carriers use to monitor the effectiveness of their aircraft maintenance and inspection programs. As part of FAA’s routine surveillance, aviation safety inspectors should determine whether air carriers have a CASS in place and whether it is working effectively. Routine surveillance is FAA’s process of continuous periodic safety inspections of air carriers and aviation-related activities to ensure compliance with safety regulations.¹

While each carrier designs its CASS so that it best fits the carrier’s unique operation, a properly functioning CASS should minimally include an internal audit function and a process to monitor the mechanical performance of the aircraft fleet.

¹ See Exhibit A for a more detailed description of FAA surveillance of air carriers’ CASS.
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As part of the audit function, each carrier should review the actual work performed within its maintenance program to ensure that all maintenance, including work completed by outside maintenance providers, meets the carrier’s approved maintenance procedures and FAA airworthiness requirements. For example, through this audit process, the carrier can verify that maintenance on its aircraft is performed at the required intervals and using the correct procedures. Incidents of noncompliance within the carrier’s maintenance processes identified during these audits should be considered an indicator or symptom of a systemic failure that the carrier should evaluate and correct.

To further evaluate its maintenance program, the carrier should have procedures in its CASS to assess aircraft mechanical performance. For example, the carrier should review data such as engine removal rates and pilot reports of mechanical disruptions to identify negative trends or premature failures. Mechanical monitoring programs can help carriers maintain reliable aircraft operating rates by identifying causes of maintenance-related delays and cancellations. More importantly, a properly designed and utilized CASS establishes a culture of safety within an airline’s operations.

The objective of this audit was to determine the effectiveness of FAA’s oversight of air carriers’ continuing analysis and surveillance systems.\(^2\) Audit fieldwork was conducted from July 2000 to September 2001 at FAA Headquarters, five Certificate Management Offices, and five Flight Standards District Offices throughout the country. We accompanied FAA inspection teams on eight of the nine National Program Reviews of major air carriers. In addition, we visited five air carriers to obtain information on their maintenance and inspection programs and the oversight provided by FAA.

Results-in-Brief

The crash of Alaska Airlines Flight 261, and FAA’s subsequent findings on Alaska Airlines’ maintenance program, heightened concerns about whether FAA was providing adequate oversight of air carriers’ maintenance operations. Even though FAA has had a long-standing CASS requirement that provides it with a way to hold carriers accountable for monitoring their own maintenance, FAA has placed limited emphasis on CASS in its oversight of carriers’ maintenance programs. While FAA inspectors conducted reviews of air carriers’ ongoing aircraft maintenance, CASS reviews were not routinely conducted or were not conducted in a comprehensive manner. For example, some CASS inspections consisted only of inspectors’ attendance at carriers’ maintenance meetings. In

\(^2\) See Exhibit B for a more detailed description of our audit objective, scope, and methodology.
other instances when CASS inspections were performed and CASS-related
deficiencies were identified, FAA did not ensure the problems were corrected in a
timely manner. In addition, FAA maintained little documentation on inspections,
precluding effective trend analysis of inspection findings.

To its credit, in July 2000, FAA initiated a series of special inspections, called the
National Program Review (NPR), to evaluate safety programs and CASS
procedures at 9 of the 10 major air carriers. FAA wanted to determine whether
problems like those found at Alaska Airlines existed at other carriers. However,
this review was hastily planned and not as effective as it could have been because
of flaws in the review procedures. Air carrier representatives questioned the
review procedures and strongly objected to the review conclusions; however, FAA
has worked with carriers to address their concerns and obtain action plans for
resolving the NPR findings. Although the NPR provided useful information about
the carriers’ programs, it did not provide information on why FAA’s routine
oversight had not identified the deficiencies found.

Six months after the NPR was initiated, and almost a year after the Alaska Airlines
 crash, FAA performed another comprehensive review at a large air carrier not
covered by the NPR. This FAA special inspection found problems with four of
the five aircraft inspected, the carrier’s maintenance program, and its CASS. In
addition, we identified significant weaknesses in the CASS procedures at another
air carrier we visited. For example, the carrier did not conduct audits of aircraft
repair work performed within its facilities and used “mail-out surveys” to conduct
audits of maintenance work performed by outside vendors. FAA’s routine
surveillance had not previously identified the CASS deficiencies at these carriers.

---

3 These are the Nation’s 10 largest air carriers that are covered by FAA’s Air Transportation Oversight System. Alaska
Airlines was not included in the NPR because FAA had already conducted a special inspection at this carrier.
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Principal Finding and Recommendations

FAA Needs to Place Greater Emphasis on CASS Oversight

- FAA inspectors should perform annual comprehensive CASS reviews. For major air carriers, FAA inspectors are required to perform a yearly risk analysis at each carrier to determine whether CASS inspections should be performed. Therefore, annual CASS inspections are not required for all air carriers. Because CASS reviews were not always conducted or were not conducted in a comprehensive manner, FAA was unaware of deficiencies in some carriers' CASS. During an April 2000 special inspection at Alaska Airlines, FAA determined that the carrier's CASS was ineffective in identifying deficiencies in the carrier's maintenance program. Until this special inspection, FAA had not performed any CASS reviews at Alaska Airlines since August 1998. At two other major carriers, inspectors had reviewed the CASS procedures in fiscal year 1999, but did not perform any inspections to verify that these procedures were working effectively until fiscal year 2000. For one of these two carriers, FAA determined during its July 2000 special inspection that the carrier did not have a functioning CASS.

For non-major carriers, inspectors are required to perform annual inspections and often perform more than one CASS inspection in a year. However, we found that, for three of five carriers we visited, these inspections sometimes consisted of nothing more than attendance at monthly maintenance meetings. For 1 of the 3 carriers, 9 of 12 CASS inspections performed were completed by inspectors' attendance at these meetings. While valuable information can be obtained from these meetings, in our view, attending monthly maintenance meetings does not constitute effective oversight of air carriers' CASS.

- FAA must ensure CASS deficiencies identified through its oversight inspections are corrected. In some instances, inspectors identified CASS problems through routine oversight inspections, but the deficiencies were not corrected. At one air carrier, significant CASS problems identified by one inspector as far back as 1996 had not been corrected when FAA performed the NPR at this carrier in September 2000. At another carrier, inspectors identified maintenance deficiencies in July 1998 that were substantial enough for FAA to take enforcement action against the carrier. Despite this action, many of these problems were not corrected and were identified again during FAA's July 2000 NPR at this carrier.
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➢ **FAA inspectors need to better document their CASS inspections to allow for trend analysis and resource targeting.** FAA maintained no files that showed what inspectors reviewed during CASS inspections. When problems are recorded, there is no requirement for the inspector to document what action was taken to correct the problem, or whether the problem was actually corrected. Additionally, inspectors advised us that, in some cases, inspection findings are handled informally between the carrier and the inspector. Therefore, there is no record that deficiencies were found or corrected. These practices prevent inspectors from reviewing inspection results for trends and targeting areas for future CASS inspections.

➢ **FAA must better train its inspectors to evaluate carriers' CASS for systemic weaknesses.** Aviation safety inspectors are not provided training on how to evaluate the effectiveness of a carrier's CASS program and procedures. Current inspector training primarily focuses on how to approve a carrier's CASS, which principally entails reviewing a carrier's manual to determine if there are written procedures in place to comply with the requirement to have a CASS. Inspectors are not receiving critical training on how to test the implementation of the CASS to determine whether it is functioning effectively.

➢ **FAA guidance on CASS needs to be updated and expanded.** The existing guidance and CASS regulation do not provide a model for what an effective CASS should include. As a result, both inspectors and air carriers lacked specific information on how a CASS should be structured. We found instances where inspectors seemed unclear about what a CASS should include and even more confused on how to evaluate a CASS. Some air carrier representatives suggested that FAA criticisms of their CASS constituted creation of “de facto regulations” in that FAA had not previously defined what it expected to see in a CASS. Inspectors cited this ambiguity as a reason for limited actions against carriers for CASS violations.

Revisions to an FAA advisory circular that provides CASS guidance were started in 1995, but have not been completed. In addition, after the NPR, FAA developed a model for what an effective CASS should include, but this model has not been incorporated into existing guidance or into the proposed revision to this guidance.

➢ **FAA inspectors need to link maintenance-related deficiencies found in carriers' operations to the overall effectiveness of the carriers' CASS.** Generally, inspectors did not use valuable available information to make their CASS oversight more effective. Inspectors routinely conducted reviews of various aspects of carriers' maintenance programs, but did not use these
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findings to assess whether they were “red flags” or precursors of deficiencies in carriers’ CASS. For example, results of inspections of aircraft during in-service operations were documented only as an aircraft inspection and were not evaluated as part of CASS oversight. Consequently, FAA relied more on its own aircraft inspections to ensure aircraft were properly maintained rather than ensuring carriers had internal monitoring systems to meet this objective.

**FAA’s National Program Review Identified Weaknesses in CASS Oversight, but the Agency Has Not Moved Aggressively to Correct the Problems**

Although the NPR could have been better planned and executed, it generated valuable information on the nine air carriers’ safety management programs. Problems to some degree were found in CASS procedures at all nine carriers and, in at least three cases, the problems were significant. For example, an NPR team found that one carrier maintained an inadequate inventory of aircraft parts, had poor maintenance recordkeeping practices, and allowed insufficient time for maintenance technicians to perform maintenance functions. As a result, the inspection team determined that the carrier did not have a functional CASS.

Because the NPR was a reaction to events surrounding the Alaska Airlines crash, FAA quickly developed the inspection plans for this review. As a result, the review process was flawed. Air carrier representatives questioned the review procedures and strongly objected to some of the NPR results. Specifically, the air carriers were concerned that some of the FAA inspectors lacked the experience and qualifications to do the reviews, the inspections were subjective and judgmental, the audit teams were inconsistent in the way they performed the reviews, and the accuracy of the information in the NPR reports was suspect. To address these concerns, NPR team members made return visits to the carriers and modified their final reports on the NPR inspections.

In accompanying FAA on the NPR reviews, we found that the inspection teams did not review each carrier in the same manner. For example, the teams physically inspected aircraft at only one of the nine carrier locations. The teams focused more on whether procedures were in place and did not have a consistent and detailed process for validating that these procedures were operating effectively. Finally, the review checklists were shared with carriers in advance of the reviews. At least six of the nine carriers made last-minute changes to their written procedures in preparation for the inspections. In our view, this hindered the effectiveness of the NPR in assessing the quality of the air carriers’ programs.
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**FAA’s Oversight of CASS for All Carriers Needs to Be Improved.** Since the initiation of the NPR in July 2000, FAA teams and our office have identified CASS problems at air carriers that were not included in the NPR. These CASS weaknesses were also not documented and corrected through FAA’s routine oversight. For example, one carrier we visited did not conduct audits of repair work performed within its own facility and conducted some audits of maintenance work completed by outside vendors through “mail-out surveys.” The carrier did not routinely validate these surveys with on-site visits, leaving the appearance that the carrier relies on the maintenance vendor to evaluate the quality of its own work. FAA’s routine surveillance had not identified any problems with this carrier’s CASS procedures.

In January 2001, we accompanied an FAA team that identified problems with another large air carrier’s CASS that had not been identified by FAA inspectors who were assigned oversight responsibilities for this carrier. During this inspection, the team inspected a sample of aircraft about to be put into service. The results of these inspections demonstrated a potential effect of a carrier having a deficient CASS system.

The team found maintenance problems on four of the five aircraft inspected. The problems identified on two of the aircraft were significant enough that the carrier canceled the flights for which these aircraft were scheduled.

The FAA inspection team documented significant problems with the air carrier’s maintenance program and its CASS. The problems with the carrier’s maintenance program should have been detected by the carrier’s CASS. In turn, problems with the carrier’s CASS should have been detected by FAA’s routine surveillance. One month prior to FAA’s independent inspection, the local FAA office responsible for oversight of this air carrier conducted a CASS inspection and found no deficiencies. The findings resulting from FAA’s independent inspection reiterated that FAA’s oversight continues to be ineffective in identifying deficiencies in carriers’ CASS and ensuring that these deficiencies are corrected.
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FAA Has Proposed Improvements to Its CASS Oversight but Must Follow Through

In May 2001, FAA named a new Flight Standards Service (AFS) Director. The new Director has initiated or planned changes in FAA’s oversight of major air carriers and of air carriers’ CASS. In June 2001, changes were made in inspection data collection tools to allow inspectors to record more thorough information on inspection results. However, there is no requirement that inspectors use these tools. The AFS Director stated FAA plans to implement new data analysis procedures for 10 major carriers by April 2002 so that collected data can be analyzed for trends. In addition, FAA has not established timeframes for implementing these same data documentation and analysis changes in its oversight process for other carriers.

The AFS Director stated FAA is making progress on revisions to a new CASS advisory circular to provide better guidance to both FAA inspectors and the aviation industry. While the advisory circular is nearing completion, development of this circular has been underway for over 5 years. Also, FAA is planning to develop CASS-specific training, but has not identified specific timeframes for development of this training. Finally, FAA has not proposed any changes to the frequency or quality of its CASS inspections so that comprehensive reviews will be regularly performed.

Summary

The lack of effective oversight of air carriers’ CASS perpetuates a system where FAA is relying on its own inspections to ensure carriers maintain their aircraft in an airworthy condition. This system is ineffective because FAA does not have sufficient resources to physically inspect every aircraft. It has become increasingly important that FAA have an effective maintenance oversight process because a National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) member has reported that aircraft maintenance is becoming a more prevalent concern in aviation accidents. In fact, the NTSB member found that 5 of 16 recent aviation accidents can be attributed to maintenance-related factors.

While it is clearly the responsibility of air carriers to ensure the day-to-day safe operation and maintenance of their aircraft, FAA must be more proactive in identifying deficiencies in air carriers’ CASS and ensuring those problems are corrected. It is important to note that an effective CASS is not the only mechanism carriers have to ensure maintenance is performed properly. For example, an air carrier’s maintenance system consists of many checks and
balances, such as FAA-approved maintenance procedures, qualified mechanics to perform the work, and an inspector workforce to inspect and approve the repairs performed. However, a properly functioning CASS provides carriers with a systematic means of evaluating how well maintenance processes are functioning within the carrier’s operation.

**Recommendations**

We are recommending that FAA:

- conduct annual CASS inspections at all air carriers to evaluate the overall effectiveness of their CASS and establish minimum review criteria for the inspections.
- develop a follow-up system to monitor inspector findings to ensure identified deficiencies are corrected.
- require inspectors to document, at a minimum, the scope and results of *each* CASS inspection to facilitate trend analysis of CASS findings.
- establish milestones for development of CASS-specific training; ensure the training includes techniques for conducting effective surveillance and validating CASS procedures; and, within 2 years, provide this training to all inspectors who oversee CASS.
- complete proposed revisions to CASS guidance within 90 days of the date of this report.
- require that inspectors and analysts periodically analyze maintenance-related inspection results to identify deficiencies or trends in carriers’ aircraft maintenance programs that could be considered indicators of problems in the carriers’ CASS.

**Agency Comments and Office of Inspector General Response**

On October 4, 2001, FAA provided comments to our August 23, 2001 discussion draft report. FAA concurred with our first five recommendations and partially concurred with one recommendation. Specifically, FAA agreed to require comprehensive annual CASS inspections at all air carriers, develop a follow-up system to monitor inspector findings, require inspectors to better document inspections, expedite the development and completion of CASS-specific training.
for inspectors who oversee CASS, and enhance CASS guidance. FAA's planned corrective actions for the first five recommendations will enhance FAA’s surveillance of air carriers’ CASS. FAA provided target dates for four of these recommendations. However, FAA needs to establish implementation dates for its planned changes in annual CASS inspections.

FAA partially concurred with our recommendation to require aviation safety inspectors to analyze maintenance-related inspection results to identify trends that could link deficiencies to the overall effectiveness of air carriers’ CASS. FAA stated that this type of analysis is already being performed; however, while performing our audit, we did not see any evidence that FAA’s analysis links maintenance-related deficiencies identified during inspections to CASS. FAA has promised to investigate enhancing the analysis process. This recommendation will remain open until FAA has performed its investigation and expanded its procedures to fully address our recommendation.

Finally, FAA suggested in its response that our report leaves the perception that the CASS at the major air carriers were inadequate, when in fact FAA determined during its NPR that the carriers’ programs met regulatory requirements. We agree that the NPR reports contained overall conclusions that the carriers met regulatory requirements; however, it is important to note that the regulation only requires carriers to have a CASS. Despite FAA’s overall conclusion that the carriers complied with this requirement, the NPR reports also outlined CASS deficiencies at the carriers reviewed. As we point out in our report, these deficiencies varied in severity; however, in some cases, the problems found impacted the effectiveness of the carriers’ CASS. Given the fact that FAA required the carriers to provide corrective action plans to remedy the deficiencies identified during its inspections, we can only conclude that FAA officials also believed that the systems needed to be improved.
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Introduction

Background

On January 31, 2000, Alaska Airlines Flight 261 crashed into the Pacific Ocean just outside Los Angeles, killing all 88 people on-board. Preliminary investigation results disclosed that the cause of the crash could be related to the air carrier's improper maintenance practices. Following the crash, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) conducted a special safety inspection, which revealed that Alaska Airlines improperly deferred maintenance, did not have adequate controls in place to ensure aircraft parts were tested to proper standards, and lacked effective quality control and quality assurance programs. According to FAA, these problems indicated a breakdown in the effectiveness of Alaska Airlines' Continuing Analysis and Surveillance System (CASS). If the CASS had been operating effectively, Alaska Airlines' own internal monitoring process should have identified the deficiencies in its maintenance program. In addition, the findings from the special inspection raised questions as to why FAA's routine surveillance had not identified the deficiencies in Alaska Airlines' CASS and ensured they were corrected.

Since 1964, FAA has required air carriers to establish and maintain a CASS to provide a structured process for carriers to use in identifying maintenance factors that could ultimately lead to an accident or incident. CASS is the system air carriers use to monitor the effectiveness of their aircraft maintenance and inspection programs. As part of FAA's routine surveillance process, aviation safety inspectors should determine whether air carriers have a CASS in place and whether it is working effectively. Routine surveillance is FAA's process of continuous periodic safety inspections of air carriers and aviation-related activities to ensure compliance with safety regulations.1

While each carrier designs its CASS so that it best fits the carrier's unique operation, a properly functioning CASS should minimally include an internal audit function and a process to monitor the mechanical performance of the aircraft fleet. As part of the audit function, each carrier should review the actual work performed within its maintenance program to ensure that all maintenance, including work completed by outside maintenance providers, meets the carrier's approved maintenance procedures and FAA airworthiness requirements. For example, through this audit process, the carrier can verify that maintenance on its aircraft is performed at the required intervals and using the correct procedures. Incidents of noncompliance within the carrier's maintenance processes identified during these

---

1 See Exhibit A for a more detailed description of FAA surveillance of air carriers' CASS.
audits should be considered an indicator or symptom of a systemic failure that the carrier should evaluate and correct.

To further evaluate its maintenance programs, the carrier should have procedures in its CASS to assess aircraft mechanical performance. For example, the carrier should review data such as engine removal rates and pilot reports of mechanical disruptions to identify negative trends or premature failures. Mechanical monitoring programs can help carriers maintain reliable aircraft operating rates by identifying causes of maintenance-related delays and cancellations. More importantly, a properly designed and utilized CASS establishes a culture of safety within an airline’s operations.

**Objective, Scope, and Methodology**

The objective of this audit was to determine the effectiveness of FAA’s oversight of air carriers’ CASS. The audit fieldwork was conducted from July 2000 to September 2001 at FAA Headquarters, five Certificate Management Offices, and five Flight Standards District Offices throughout the country. In addition, we visited five air carriers to obtain information on their maintenance and inspection programs and the oversight provided by FAA. We performed the audit in accordance with Government Auditing Standards prescribed by the Comptroller General of the United States and included such tests of procedures and records as we considered necessary.²
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² See Exhibit B for a more detailed description of our audit objective, scope, and methodology.
Finding and Recommendations

**FAA's Surveillance Should Be Improved to Better Identify and Ensure Correction of Problems in Air Carriers' CASS**

FAA does not have sufficient resources to physically inspect and ensure the safe operation of every aircraft. This responsibility rests with the air carriers. The requirement for air carriers to maintain an effective CASS allows FAA to rely on a systems approach to oversight of aircraft maintenance. Carriers are required to develop and maintain a CASS, and FAA inspectors should verify that the system is operating effectively. However, recent inspections by both FAA and our office have shown that problems exist in carriers' CASS and that FAA's routine surveillance has not been effective in identifying and obtaining correction of these problems.

For example, during the special inspection performed at Alaska Airlines after the January 31, 2000 crash, FAA found extensive problems in the carrier's maintenance and safety programs, which indicated a breakdown in the effectiveness of the CASS. After these findings, in July 2000, FAA initiated a National Program Review (NPR) to determine if similar problems existed at other carriers. The NPR found problems to some degree in CASS procedures at all nine carriers reviewed.

Six months later, and almost a year after the Alaska Airlines crash, FAA performed another comprehensive review at a large air carrier not covered by the NPR. This independent FAA inspection found problems with four of the five aircraft inspected, the carrier's maintenance program, and its CASS. In addition, we identified significant weaknesses in the CASS procedures at another air carrier we visited. For example, the carrier did not conduct audits of aircraft repair work performed within its facilities and used "mail-out surveys" to conduct audits of maintenance work performed by outside vendors. FAA's routine surveillance had not previously identified the CASS deficiencies at these carriers.

We concluded that, until the Alaska Airlines crash, FAA placed limited emphasis on the importance of CASS in its oversight of carriers' maintenance programs, and since that time, FAA has not moved aggressively to correct this deficiency. Annual CASS inspections are neither required nor performed for every air carrier, and in some cases, the reviews that have been performed were not comprehensive. When CASS-related deficiencies were identified, FAA did not always ensure they were corrected in a timely manner. In addition, FAA maintained little documentation on inspections, precluding effective trend analysis of inspection findings. CASS training and guidance were also incomplete. As a result,
inspectors and air carriers were confused on how an effective CASS should be structured. FAA inspectors did not evaluate findings from maintenance inspections to assess whether there were deficiencies in air carriers’ CASS. FAA needs to promptly correct deficiencies in its CASS surveillance process.

**FAA’s CASS Oversight Needs to Be Improved**

**FAA Should Place More Emphasis on Inspecting Air Carriers’ CASS.** FAA’s inspection planning process is not designed to emphasize CASS reviews. For major air carriers (i.e., carriers covered under FAA’s Air Transportation Oversight System - ATOS\(^3\)), FAA oversight offices determine which areas should be reviewed based on a yearly risk analysis of the carriers’ operations. The inspection planning process does not require a yearly CASS inspection.

We reviewed FAA’s inspection database and found that at Alaska Airlines, prior to the January 2000 crash and FAA’s April 2000 special inspection, FAA had not performed any CASS inspections since August 1998. This occurred because the ATOS planning process resulted in the CASS inspection having a lower priority than other individual inspection categories such as aircraft airworthiness, deferred maintenance, and major aircraft repairs and alterations. These elements are important; however, by focusing on FAA reviews of these activities, rather than reviews of the air carrier’s CASS, FAA perpetuates a system where it relies on its own efforts to ensure carriers maintain their aircraft in an airworthy condition. This is ineffective because of FAA’s limited resources. In addition, it is the carrier’s responsibility to ensure aircraft are maintained in an airworthy condition.

For non-major carriers, one CASS inspection per year is required; however, FAA does not specify what the inspections should minimally include. We determined that, in some cases, CASS “inspections” consisted of attendance at the carriers’ monthly maintenance meetings. For example, at 1 carrier we visited, FAA records showed there had been 12 CASS inspections from January 2000 to January 2001. However, 9 of the 12 inspections were recorded in the inspection database as being fulfilled by the inspector’s attendance at a monthly maintenance meeting. While valuable information can be obtained from the monthly maintenance meetings, in our view, attending these meetings does not constitute effective oversight of air carriers’ CASS. According to the documentation provided, the inspector did not evaluate the overall effectiveness of the carrier’s CASS during any of these 12 “inspections.” When an FAA team performed an independent inspection of this carrier in January 2001, the team identified weaknesses in the carrier’s maintenance procedures, its CASS, and the physical condition of its
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3 ATOS is a proactive means of evaluating an air carrier’s entire operation, assessing safety risks, and monitoring how the carrier’s systems interact to maintain safety.
The FAA office responsible for routine oversight of this carrier was not aware of these deficiencies.

FAA should reevaluate its approach to CASS oversight. Annual inspections of the effectiveness of CASS systems at all air carriers would verify that carriers are meeting their responsibility to maintain an effective CASS. Further, FAA should establish parameters for these reviews to preclude inspectors from using attendance at meetings as the sole method of evaluating carriers' CASS.

**FAA Needs to Ensure CASS Deficiencies Identified Through Its Oversight Inspections Are Corrected.** We found instances where inspectors did identify CASS problems through their routine surveillance inspections, but these problems were not corrected. At one major air carrier, an FAA inspector had identified deficiencies in the carrier’s CASS as far back as July 1996. The inspection database showed that the inspector concluded the carrier’s CASS policies and procedures were very weak. For example, the carrier was not effectively analyzing data from routine inspections or critical aircraft data such as service difficulty reports. The same inspector found and documented similar problems during another CASS inspection in 1998. The inspector stated that, in his opinion, his managers did not support his efforts to correct the deficiencies. Instead, his managers suggested that the carrier had procedures, but they were not documented. These problems had not been corrected when FAA performed the NPR at this carrier in September 2000.

In another instance, a major air carrier was assessed a sizable civil penalty in July 1998 for violating aircraft maintenance and operating rules, problems that are related to the effectiveness of the air carrier’s CASS. FAA entered into an agreement with the carrier to reduce the penalty by half if the carrier made improvements to its maintenance program. However, FAA Flight Standards Service Headquarters officials made a decision in August 1999 to absolve the carrier of the remainder of the penalty because, in their view, the carrier had complied with the agreement. The local FAA office did not agree that the carrier had made sufficient progress in correcting the deficiencies. Local inspectors had identified 33 of 71 deficiencies relating to performance of maintenance procedures that the carrier had not addressed. For example, the local office had found that the carrier failed to comply with an airworthiness directive on 12 aircraft. The carrier continued to operate these aircraft even after recognizing that it had not complied with the directive.

The local inspectors believed that FAA’s agreement to reduce the penalty amount left little incentive for the carrier to correct systemic problems in its maintenance program. FAA’s July 2000 NPR substantiated this concern when inspectors identified many of the same maintenance problems that the local office brought to
Headquarters' attention prior to the settlement. This special inspection determined that the carrier's CASS continued to operate ineffectively. FAA needs to review existing CASS-related or maintenance-related deficiencies and determine whether carriers are making sufficient progress in making corrections.

**FAA Inspectors Need to Better Document Their Safety Inspections to Allow for Trend Analysis and Resource Targeting.** Inspectors do not maintain enough documentation on what is reviewed and what is found during routine oversight inspections to perform trend analysis of inspection results. CASS inspection documentation primarily showed the results of inspections as "yes," "no," "satisfactory," or "information" answers in FAA's inspection databases. Inspectors are only required to record comments when the inspection results are unsatisfactory or when the inspections are recorded as "information." Although the "information" category could be used to establish an audit trail, or to record other pertinent inspection results, we found that inspectors typically used this category to record general information such as when inspections consisted of attendance at meetings.

In addition, in some instances, discrepancies identified during surveillance at air carrier facilities are handled informally (i.e., the carriers verbally agree to correct the findings). Because the inspector does not document these findings, these discrepancies would not be captured in the inspection history for that air carrier and thus could not be used for trend analysis of findings or for targeting areas for future inspections.

FAA's documentation process is particularly inadequate for inspections of carriers' maintenance facilities located outside the geographic area of the FAA office responsible for the carriers' oversight. A key component of an effective CASS is the assurance that primary maintenance facilities conduct maintenance procedures in accordance with the methods and standards specified in the air carrier's manuals. FAA is required to determine that carriers, as part of their CASS, perform adequate oversight of these maintenance facilities. However, these facilities may be located in a different state than the FAA offices responsible for oversight of that carrier, requiring inspectors to travel to those facilities. Because FAA surveillance at these facilities is not as frequent as the surveillance provided at facilities located locally, it is particularly important for inspectors to maintain thorough documentation of the inspections conducted.

Of the FAA offices we reviewed that were responsible for oversight of five air carriers, only one office maintained any documentation to describe what was reviewed and deficiencies that were found during the inspections performed at off-site facilities. Through travel records or enroute inspection records, FAA could determine the number of times inspectors visited these primary maintenance
facilities, but FAA could not determine the scope or results of the inspections at these facilities. These poor documentation practices make it very difficult to pass on important safety information to new inspectors in the event of changes in inspector staffing assignments. Without knowledge of prior CASS inspections, a new inspector has to start from scratch in the oversight of the air carrier’s CASS.

We also found instances where the information recorded in FAA’s inspection database was incorrectly coded. For example, an inspector in one FAA oversight office entered his review of an air carrier’s internal maintenance audits under “Inspections” rather than “CASS.” Internal audits are a key component of a carrier’s CASS, and this carrier’s internal audits were identified by FAA’s NPR team as deficient. The miscoding of these inspection results would have made it difficult for inspectors to include deficiencies in the audit process in an analysis of CASS findings. As a result, valuable information that could have led to identification of negative trends in the carrier’s CASS system was unavailable. Thorough documentation and accurate data entry of FAA safety inspections is essential for inspection trend analysis and for providing historical inspection information on the carrier’s internal maintenance monitoring system.

**FAA Must Better Train Its Inspectors to Evaluate Carriers’ CASS for Systemic Weaknesses.** While FAA provides limited training for newly hired inspectors on how to certify an air carrier’s CASS program, FAA does not currently train inspectors, either formally or as part of on-the-job training, to conduct **ongoing oversight** of the effectiveness of a CASS.

**Formal Training.** Prior to October 1998, FAA provided newly hired aviation safety inspectors with formal training on CASS that included how to certify an air carrier’s CASS program and how to conduct ongoing surveillance of that program to ensure it was operating effectively. While FAA still provides training on how to certify a CASS program, the training module for ongoing surveillance was eliminated from the formal training curriculum in 1998. However, approving a new CASS program is far different from assessing the effectiveness of the program after it becomes operational. CASS program certification involves evaluating the program as it is presented in manuals (i.e., how the program will *theoretically* function), whereas ongoing surveillance of a carrier’s CASS involves on-site inspections to test the implementation of the program to determine how it *actually* functions.

**On-the-Job Training.** FAA’s on-the-job training program also does not focus on surveillance of carriers’ CASS or inspection procedures for validating that carriers’ written procedures have been implemented and are working effectively. FAA Headquarters has developed a list of minimum on-the-job training requirements for aviation safety inspectors. However, this list only covers training
requirements for certifying CASS programs at air carriers. Each FAA district office develops its own on-the-job training program for its inspectors based on these minimum requirements. The lack of CASS training limits an inspector’s ability to develop practical application skills for determining whether a carrier’s CASS is operating effectively.

**FAA Guidance on CASS Is Incomplete and Needs to Be Updated.** FAA has not provided adequate guidance on CASS to either its aviation safety inspectors or the industry. Title 14, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 121.373 requires air carriers to establish and maintain a system for the continuing analysis and surveillance of their maintenance programs and for the correction of any deficiencies in those programs. The regulation also states that whenever the carrier’s program does not contain the appropriate procedures or standards to meet the requirements of the regulation, the air carrier should make changes to the program. However, the regulation does not provide any guidance on what these appropriate procedures and standards should include.

FAA inspectors informed us that, because the regulation is so vague, it is difficult to use as a basis for enforcement actions, even in cases where inspectors identify deficiencies in carriers’ maintenance programs. As a result, for 5 air carriers we reviewed, the CASS regulation was cited as the basis for the violation in only 5 of 533 maintenance-related enforcement cases initiated since October 1997.

The Airworthiness Inspector’s Handbook (FAA Order 8300.10, dated December 1996) provides guidance to FAA inspectors on evaluating and monitoring an air carrier’s CASS. In addition, in August 1980, FAA issued Advisory Circular 120-16C to provide industry and inspectors additional information and guidance on CASS; however, the guidance needs to be updated. Neither the advisory circular nor the Inspector’s Handbook includes details on what should be included in an effectively operating CASS.

According to FAA, Advisory Circular 120-16C is currently being revised, but this revision has been underway since 1995. The lack of comprehensive and current CASS guidance has resulted in confusion by the air carriers regarding FAA’s requirements for a CASS, since one inspector’s perception of a good CASS might be different from another’s perception. One air carrier representative reported to us that, for routine oversight, the carrier has had three principal maintenance inspectors in 5 years. According to the air carrier’s representative, each inspector had his own view of what constituted an effective CASS and required the carrier to change its program accordingly.

After the NPR, another air carrier representative described FAA’s findings as the creation of “de facto regulations,” since FAA had not previously communicated to
carriers the expectations carriers were held to during the review. Following the special inspections, FAA developed a “model program,” which illustrates what FAA considers to be a good CASS. This model program was, however, only issued as a part of the NPR Summary Report. FAA has not initiated steps to incorporate this model program into any of its CASS guidance materials. Air carriers are not required to follow either the advisory circular or the Inspector’s Handbook, because these documents are not mandatory or regulatory in nature. However, the inclusion of the model program in FAA guidance would be beneficial to air carriers in establishing an effective CASS and to FAA inspectors in performing oversight of air carriers’ CASS. Because sound guidance is necessary for FAA inspectors to use in oversight of CASS and for air carriers to use in developing and maintaining an effective CASS, FAA must expedite completion of revisions to Advisory Circular 120-16C and to its Inspector’s Handbook.

**FAA Inspectors Need to Link Maintenance-Related Deficiencies Found in a Carrier’s Operations to the Overall Effectiveness of the Carrier’s CASS.** Although air carriers have been required to maintain a CASS to determine the effectiveness of their aircraft maintenance and inspection programs since 1964, FAA did not place emphasis on CASS inspections until it evaluated carriers’ CASS during the NPR. Prior to this time, inspectors primarily reviewed individual parts of carriers’ maintenance programs, but did not evaluate the effectiveness of air carriers’ CASS in a systematic manner.

FAA routinely conducted inspections of individual aircraft during in-service operations. For example, at one air carrier, even though 24 percent of FAA’s inspection activities detected problems with aircraft airworthiness, aircraft record-keeping practices, and maintenance program procedures, inspectors did not assess what these findings suggested about the carrier’s maintenance oversight system. Therefore, even if the carrier addressed these individual deficiencies, the potential for new problems to develop remained. If FAA had evaluated the carrier’s ability to detect these problems and find solutions for them, the carrier’s maintenance program and the safety of its aircraft would be improved.

We found similar conditions in our review of other carriers. For example, at 1 carrier, FAA’s routine surveillance disclosed 23 air returns between January 1 and December 1, 2000, that were attributed to maintenance deficiencies in 3 aircraft systems. FAA required the air carrier to take corrective action; however, FAA did not connect these problems to potential systemic weaknesses in the air carrier’s CASS. One primary focus of a CASS should be the analysis and
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4 An air return is the return of an aircraft to the airport of origin as a result of the malfunction or suspected malfunction of any item on the aircraft.
correction of portions of a maintenance program that allow maintenance discrepancies to occur. If the air carrier’s CASS had been operating as intended (i.e., identifying and correcting negative trends in the air carrier’s maintenance programs), these maintenance deficiencies would have been detected and resolved before an entire year had elapsed.

Given the limited number of inspectors, it is impossible for FAA to monitor the maintenance and safe operation of every aircraft. A properly functioning CASS within an air carrier’s operation provides FAA an opportunity to place greater reliance on the carrier to detect and correct its own maintenance problems. To determine that a carrier’s CASS is operating effectively, FAA should periodically review available information from its oversight of individual components of the carrier’s maintenance operations for trends. Identification of negative trends can provide beneficial information about the effectiveness of the carrier’s ability to identify and correct problems in its maintenance operations.

**FAA Must Move Aggressively to Identify and Correct Problems Within Its Oversight Process**

Because of the weaknesses in FAA’s routine surveillance of CASS, FAA had little assurance that maintenance discrepancies identified at Alaska Airlines did not exist at other air carriers. Therefore, FAA initiated the NPR at the nine other major commercial air carriers. The inspections were conducted by three different FAA inspection teams from July to September 2000. The NPR identified problems of varying degrees in the CASS and/or maintenance programs at all nine carriers. FAA concluded that, overall, there were no regulatory violations found because all the carriers had a CASS. However, the fact that problems were identified to some extent at all nine carriers reviewed indicates FAA’s CASS surveillance was not effective.

In addition, while the NPR has prompted the carriers that were reviewed to improve their CASS programs, the manner in which the review was conducted left questions as to whether the review could have identified more problems. The FAA teams focused their reviews on a determination of whether procedures were in place, but the reviews lacked consistency and depth in validating that these procedures were operating effectively. For example, the checklist used for CASS inspections did not require teams to inspect aircraft or maintenance facilities. Since the actual condition of the aircraft is the best indicator of the effectiveness of the carrier’s maintenance program, aircraft inspections at each carrier could have yielded beneficial information. Instead, this valuable tool was only used at one of the nine air carriers included in the NPR.
For the one carrier where aircraft were inspected, the team went beyond the checklist to inspect six in-service aircraft because of deficiencies found in the carrier's CASS. The following chart shows that maintenance deficiencies were found on five of the six aircraft that had been scheduled to go into service prior to the inspection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Problem Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft 1:</td>
<td>No. 2 Engine Thrust Reverser Inoperative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft 2:</td>
<td>No. 1 Engine Blade Nicked; Flap Rubbing Engine Pylon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft 3:</td>
<td>No. 1 Engine Shows Evidence of Metal Shavings in Tailpipe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft 4:</td>
<td>Right Engine Oil Leak; Left Aileron Trim Tab Deteriorating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft 6:</td>
<td>No Problems Identified.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results from this special inspection indicated a deficient CASS. These maintenance problems should have been detected by the carrier's CASS, and the problems with the carrier's CASS should have been detected by FAA's oversight.

Questions Remain on the Effectiveness of the NPR. FAA did not fully utilize the NPR as a process to evaluate the effectiveness of FAA's routine oversight of air carriers' CASS. FAA released the four checklists used in the NPR to the Air Transport Association (ATA) prior to the inspections. The ATA, in turn, provided the checklists to the air carriers being reviewed. At least six of the nine air carriers then made last-minute changes to their manuals for the programs under review in FAA's inspections. For example, the NPR began at one carrier on July 19, 2000. As part of its inspection process, the inspection team reviewed the carrier's manuals and determined that the manuals were last revised on July 15, 2000 (the Saturday before the inspection began). Because changes to those programs were so new and were not in place long enough to be fully implemented, FAA was unable to determine the true effectiveness of those programs.

Air carrier representatives also questioned the review procedures and strongly objected to some of the NPR results. Specifically, the air carriers were concerned that some of the FAA inspectors lacked the experience and qualifications to do the reviews, the inspections were subjective and judgmental, the audit teams were inconsistent in the way they performed the reviews, and the accuracy of the information in the NPR reports was suspect. For example, one air carrier found five pages of errors and inaccuracies in its individual NPR report. The air carriers
also claimed that, because of the inconsistencies among the three NPR teams, two different teams would not get the same results if they performed reviews at the same carrier.

To respond to the carriers’ concerns, FAA inspection teams revisited the carriers to further discuss their concerns and consider whether changes should be made to the reports. According to FAA, all carriers have now submitted action plans to address the final NPR conclusions. Local FAA oversight offices are monitoring the implementation of these action plans.

Recent FAA Progress. In May 2001, FAA named a new Flight Standards Service (AFS) Director. The new Director has initiated or planned changes in FAA’s oversight of major air carriers and of air carriers’ CASS. AFS recognized that it is not possible to analyze “yes” and “no” responses. As a result, in June 2001, FAA changed its inspection data collection tools to allow inspectors to record more thorough information on inspection results. However, there is no requirement that inspectors use these tools. The AFS Director stated FAA plans to implement new data analysis procedures for major carriers by April 2002 so that the data collected can be analyzed for trends. FAA has not established timeframes for implementing these types of data documentation and analysis changes for the oversight of non-ATOS carriers.

The AFS Director stated FAA is making progress on revisions to Advisory Circular 120-16C to provide better CASS guidance to both FAA inspectors and industry. While the advisory circular is nearing completion, development of this circular has been underway for over 5 years. Currently, the circular is being reviewed internally by FAA. FAA plans to issue the revised advisory circular in January 2002. Also, FAA is planning to develop CASS-specific training but has not identified specific timeframes for development of the training.

FAA has proposed some positive changes; however, specific timeframes need to be developed, and planned changes need to be applied to oversight of all air carriers. Also, FAA has not proposed changes to the frequency or quality of CASS inspections so that comprehensive CASS reviews will be regularly performed. The planned changes also do not specifically address the need for inspectors to document what was reviewed during CASS inspections. FAA needs to quickly complete this important work to advance safety in the area of aircraft maintenance in order to make an already safe aviation system safer.

Summary

The lack of effective oversight of air carriers’ CASS perpetuates a system where FAA is relying on its own inspections to ensure carriers maintain their aircraft in
an airworthy condition. This system is ineffective because FAA does not have sufficient resources to physically inspect every aircraft. It has become increasingly important that FAA have an effective maintenance oversight process because a National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) member has reported that aircraft maintenance is becoming a more prevalent concern in aviation accidents. In fact, the NTSB member found that 5 of 16 recent aviation accidents can be attributed to maintenance-related factors.

While it is clearly the responsibility of air carriers to ensure the day-to-day safe operation and maintenance of their aircraft, FAA must be more proactive in identifying deficiencies in air carriers’ CASS and ensuring those problems are corrected. It is important to note that an effective CASS is not the only mechanism carriers have to ensure maintenance is performed properly. For example, an air carrier’s maintenance system consists of many checks and balances, such as FAA-approved maintenance procedures, qualified mechanics to perform the work, and an inspector workforce to inspect and approve the repairs performed. However, a properly functioning CASS provides a carrier with a systematic means of evaluating how well other maintenance processes are functioning within the carrier’s operation.

Recommendations

FAA needs to place more emphasis on routine surveillance and validation of the effectiveness of air carriers’ maintenance oversight systems, or CASS. We recommend FAA:

1. Require aviation safety inspectors to conduct annual CASS inspections to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the air carriers’ CASS at all air carriers, and establish minimum review criteria for these inspections.

2. Develop a follow-up system to monitor inspector findings to ensure identified deficiencies are corrected.

3. Require inspectors to document, at a minimum, the scope and results of each inspection performed.

4. Establish milestones for and expedite the development of a CASS-specific training course; require all inspectors who oversee CASS to be trained within 2 years; and ensure that CASS training includes both certification and surveillance of CASS as part of the inspectors’ formal and on-the-job training.

5. Enhance CASS guidance for aviation safety inspectors and the aviation industry by including the model programs developed from the National Program Review and any future changes to these programs in FAA Order
8300.10 (Airworthiness Inspector's Handbook) and/or revised Advisory Circular 120-16C. Complete revisions to the guidance within 90 days of the date of this report.

6. Require aviation safety inspectors and analysts to analyze maintenance-related inspection results for assigned carriers at the end of each year to identify trends that could link deficiencies to the overall effectiveness of the carriers' CASS.

Agency Comments and Office of Inspector General Response

On October 4, 2001, FAA provided comments to our August 23, 2001 discussion draft report. FAA concurred with five recommendations and partially concurred with one recommendation, as follows.

→ FAA agreed to require aviation safety inspectors to conduct annual CASS inspections that evaluate the effectiveness of air carriers' CASS and to establish minimum review criteria for these inspections. To improve the quality of these inspections, FAA plans to use the CASS checklist that was developed as part of the NPR. This checklist will be used in CASS inspections for both ATOS and non-ATOS carriers. While this action is responsive to our recommendations, FAA will need to provide a target date for when these changes will be implemented.

→ FAA agreed to develop a follow-up system, by April 2002, to monitor inspector findings to ensure identified deficiencies are corrected for ATOS carriers. For non-ATOS carriers, FAA agreed to require inspectors to use the existing follow-up system. It is key that FAA take steps to ensure inspectors fully utilize the follow-up system to ensure identified deficiencies are corrected.

→ FAA agreed to use the checklist developed for the NPR to enhance CASS surveillance and documentation for both ATOS and non-ATOS carriers. For ATOS carriers, FAA will investigate the potential of additional modifications to existing inspection checklists. FAA expects to complete these activities by March 2002.

→ FAA agreed to expedite the development of CASS-specific training, require inspectors to be trained within 2 years, and ensure CASS training includes certification and surveillance of CASS as part of formal and on-the-job training. In the short term, FAA agreed to train inspectors on the use of the CASS checklist by March 2002. In the long term, by January 2004, FAA agreed to develop and deploy a training program to inspectors having CASS oversight responsibility.
FAA agreed to publish Advisory Circular 120-16D by January 31, 2002, and develop a model CASS program by January 2003. FAA agreed to deploy the model program to inspectors by March 2004 and to issue a CASS-specific advisory circular concurrent with the model program.

FAA's planned corrective actions for the first five recommendations will enhance FAA's surveillance of air carriers' CASS. FAA provided target dates for four of these recommendations; therefore, these recommendations are resolved. We will require information on planned implementation dates on FAA's planned changes in annual CASS inspections before we consider the first recommendation resolved.

FAA partially concurred with recommendation 6, to require inspectors to analyze maintenance-related inspection results to identify trends that could link deficiencies to the overall effectiveness of the air carriers' CASS. FAA stated that this type of analysis is already being performed; however, FAA will investigate enhancing the analysis process. This recommendation will remain open until FAA has performed its investigation and enhanced its system so that it more fully addresses our recommendation.

Finally, FAA suggested in its response that our report leaves the perception that the CASS at the major air carriers were inadequate, when in fact, FAA determined during its NPR that the carriers' programs met regulatory requirements. We agree that the NPR reports contained overall conclusions that the carriers met regulatory requirements; however, it is important to note that the regulation only requires carriers to have a CASS. Despite FAA's overall conclusion that the carriers complied with this requirement, the NPR reports also outlined multiple CASS deficiencies at the carriers reviewed. As we point out in our report, these deficiencies varied in severity; however, in some cases, the problems found affected the effectiveness of the carriers' CASS. Given the fact that FAA required the carriers to provide corrective action plans to remedy the deficiencies identified during its inspections, we can only conclude that FAA officials also believed that the systems needed to be improved.
The FAA requirement for air carriers to establish and maintain a CASS was initiated in December 1964, when Part 121.373 was added to Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations. This requirement resulted from a joint FAA/National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) study of a series of maintenance-related accidents that occurred in the 1950s. This study found that, in some cases, the primary causal factor of the accident was the air carrier's maintenance program itself, in that it was either incapable of or ineffective in preventing the equipment failure that led to the accident. Recently, an NTSB member found that maintenance errors contributed to 5 of 16 accidents that have occurred since 1995.

Although the investigations have not been completed, maintenance-related issues have surfaced in at least three major accidents occurring since 1996 (i.e., TWA Flight 800, Swissair Flight 111, and Alaska Airlines Flight 261). These accidents resulted in 547 fatalities. Because two of these accidents involved U.S. air carriers, concerns have been raised regarding how FAA oversees and inspects air carriers' maintenance and operations.

Currently, FAA conducts surveillance of air carriers under two separate programs, depending on the size of the air carrier. In October 1998, FAA began conducting surveillance of the Nation's 10 major air carriers under the Air Transportation Oversight System (ATOS). ATOS is a structured process designed to analyze interactions within and among air carrier systems to identify and assess threats to safety. ATOS shifts FAA's surveillance beyond simply checking an air carrier's compliance with regulations to proactively evaluating an air carrier's entire operation, assessing safety risks, and monitoring how the carrier's systems interact to maintain safety. FAA monitors all other carriers using a less structured system commonly referred to as the national work program. Under this program, inspectors are required to complete a minimum number of inspections at all air carriers each year, rather than targeting surveillance based on an assessment of safety risks.
FAA plans and conducts CASS inspections for ATOS and non-ATOS air carriers differently, as described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATOS Carriers</th>
<th>Non-ATOS Carriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Annual CASS inspections may or may not be performed, depending on the results of FAA’s yearly risk analysis of each air carrier.</td>
<td>• At least one CASS inspection is required annually.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• CASS inspections are performed using checklists.</td>
<td>• Guidance is provided to inspectors for CASS inspections, but no checklists are used.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

In a February 2000 letter to the Inspector General, the Ranking Member of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation questioned why it took a crash for FAA to determine that significant maintenance problems existed at Alaska Airlines. The Senator expressed concern as to whether FAA has been proactive on the safety front and whether its efforts are meeting with success. At the Senator’s request, the Office of Inspector General initiated a review of FAA’s oversight of aircraft maintenance, focusing on FAA’s oversight of air carriers’ CASS.

In a February 2001 letter to the Inspector General, the Chairman and the Ranking Democratic Member of the House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure requested that our office review FAA’s current approach for providing oversight of airline operations and maintenance, as well as agency efforts to target its inspector workforce to the most pressing concerns. This audit addresses concerns presented in both letters.

The objective of the audit was to determine the effectiveness of FAA’s oversight of air carriers’ Continuing Analysis and Surveillance Systems. Audit fieldwork was conducted from July 2000 to September 2001 at FAA Headquarters, five Certificate Management Offices, and five Flight Standards District Offices throughout the country. To evaluate FAA’s inspection procedures, we reviewed maintenance inspection records and interviewed maintenance inspectors. In addition, we visited five air carriers to obtain information on their maintenance and inspection programs and the oversight provided by FAA.

From July to September 2000, we also accompanied FAA on eight of the nine special inspections to evaluate the carriers’ safety programs. We observed the process used and determined the results of the inspections. After the inspections were completed, we revisited five inspection locations to determine why problems identified during the special inspections were not identified during FAA’s routine oversight. We performed the audit in accordance with Government Auditing Standards prescribed by the Comptroller General of the United States and included such tests of procedures and records as we considered necessary. During our audit, we reviewed procedures and records from fiscal year 1996 to present.
ENTITIES VISITED

FAA

Flight Standards Service (AFS): Washington, D.C.
Continuous Airworthiness Maintenance Division
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Memorandum

U.S. Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation Administration

Subject: INFORMATION: Comments on OIG Discussion Draft Report on Oversight of Aircraft Maintenance, Continuing Analysis and Surveillance Systems

From: Assistant Administrator for Financial Services and Chief Financial Officer

To: Assistant Inspector General for Auditing

Date: OCT 4 2001

As stated and agreed upon in the August 23 exit conference on the subject audit, we have reviewed your Discussion Draft Report. Attached is our response to each recommendation followed by additional comments.

If you have questions or need further information, please contact Anthony Williams, Budget Policy Division, ABU-100. He can be reached at (202) 267-9000.

Attachment
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Response to the Office of Inspector General Discussion Draft on Oversight of Aircraft Maintenance, Continuing Analysis and Surveillance Systems

Many of the recommendations contained in this report were already noted in the National Program Review (NPR) and are currently underway. Although this report does not make it clear, it must be noted that the Continuing Analysis and Surveillance System (CASS) programs reviewed met regulatory compliance, and the actions taken by the carriers were those necessary to achieve the highest level of a model program. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and industry learned that by working in collaboration in going above and beyond mere regulatory compliance, a higher level of safety is attainable.

OIG Recommendation 1: Require aviation safety inspectors to conduct annual CASS inspections to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the air carriers’ CASS at all air carriers, and establish minimum review criteria for these inspections.

FAA Response: Concur. The requirement to conduct annual CASS inspections is contained in FAA Order 1800.56B. FAA aviation safety inspectors (ASI) understand that under the National Program Guidelines (NPG) at least one CASS review must be accomplished for non-Air Transportation Oversight System (ATOS) carriers. For ATOS air carriers, one CASS inspection will be accomplished using the safety attribute inspection (SAI), or the Dynamic Observation Report. This requirement will be implemented through the Comprehensive Surveillance Plan (CSP). To improve the quality of our surveillance, these mandatory inspections will be accomplished using the new CASS job aid that was developed as part of the NPR.

OIG Recommendation 2: Develop a follow-up system to monitor inspector findings to ensure identified deficiencies are corrected.

FAA Response: Concur. A follow-up system to monitor ASI findings to ensure deficiencies are corrected already exists in Program
Tracking and Reporting Subsystem (PTRS). A method to link follow-up records in ATOS is in final development and should be in place by April 2002.

**OIG Recommendation 3**: Require inspectors to document, at a minimum, the scope and results of each inspection performed.

**FAA Response**: Concur. The PTRS user's manual details the requirements for proper documentation in the existing system. The FAA will use the existing NPR job aid as a tool to enhance CASS surveillance and documentation. In ATOS, we will investigate the potential of modifications to the existing SAI/element performance inspection (EPI). This activity will be completed by March 2002.

**OIG Recommendation 4**: Establish milestones and expedite the development of a CASS-specific training course; require inspectors to be trained within 2 years; and ensure CASS training includes both certification and surveillance of CASS as part of the inspectors' indoctrination, post-indoctrination, and on-the-job training.

**FAA Response**: Concur. The NPR contains a recommendation to establish a CASS-specific training course. In the short-term, inspectors will be trained on the use of the CASS job aid by March 2002. In the long-term, the training program will be developed and deployed to the ASIs having CASS oversight responsibility by January 2004.

**OIG Recommendation 5**: Enhance CASS guidance for aviation safety inspectors and the aviation industry by including the model programs developed from the NPR and any future changes to these programs in FAA Order 8300.10 (Airworthiness Inspector's Handbook) and/or revised Advisory Circular (AC) 120-16C. Complete revisions to the guidance within 90 days of the date of this report.

**FAA Response**: Concur. The concept of enhancing CASS guidance for ASIs was proposed by the NPR. The guidance will be updated through the development of AC 120-16D, Air Carrier Maintenance
Programs; a CASS-specific AC; and a detailed model CASS program. AC 120-16D will be published by January 31, 2002. The model program will be developed by January 2003, with deployment to ASIs having CASS oversight responsibility by March 2004. The associated CASS-specific AC will be issued concurrently with the model program.

OIG Recommendation 6: Require aviation safety inspectors to analyze maintenance-related inspection results for assigned carriers at the end of each year to identify trends that should link deficiencies to the overall effectiveness of the carriers’ CASS.

FAA Response: Partially concur. For ATOS carriers, the CSP and a dedicated data analyst are used to provide analysis of maintenance-related inspection results. For non-ATOS air carriers, this type of analysis is conducted using the Surveillance Evaluation Program (SEP) process. However, the FAA will investigate enhancing the analysis process through the use of the Flight Standards Safety Analysis Information Center organization.

Additional Comments:

BACKGROUND: The authority for all of the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) for air carrier maintenance is 49 USC section 44701 (formerly Federal Aviation Act of 1958, section 604). This section establishes a statutory requirement that obliges the FAA Administrator to promote the safe flight of civil aircraft by prescribing regulations and standards in the interest of safety. Section 44701 further obliges the Administrator, when prescribing these regulations and standards, to consider: 1) the duty of an air carrier to provide service with the highest possible degree of safety in the public interest; and 2) differences between air transportation and other air commerce. The Administrator shall also classify a regulation or standard appropriate to the differences between air transportation and other air commerce.

In May 1964, as part of this statutory responsibility, the FAA introduced a regulatory requirement for an air carrier maintenance program quality assurance system, which includes provisions for correcting maintenance program deficiencies. This system is identified as a CASS. CASS and its
functions are described in 14 CFR section 121.373. The CASS is the only management system that is mandated by regulation. Each air carrier is required to establish and maintain a system for the continuing analysis and surveillance of the performance and effectiveness of its maintenance programs. Additionally, the regulation requires a CASS to include provisions for the correction of any deficiencies that are found. Consistent with the regulatory function described in section 44701, a CASS is crucial in the attainment of major objectives of an air carrier maintenance program; i.e., the highest possible degree of safety. An additional benefit of a properly designed and utilized CASS is the establishment of a positive safety culture within the air carrier.

A CASS has two distinct primary functional areas: 1) monitoring maintenance program effectiveness; and 2) monitoring maintenance program performance. The two distinct sub-functions within the primary functional areas are:

1) scheduled (proactive) investigations and analysis; and 2) unscheduled (reactive) investigations and analysis.

A third functional area encompasses the development and implementation of corrective action for deficiencies identified as a result of activities in the two primary functional areas. The two primary functions monitor: 1) the degree that the maintenance program is effective in reaching its goals and objectives; and 2) the degree that the program is being accomplished according to maintenance program requirements.

On a continuous basis, an air carrier's CASS should continuously validate the performance and effectiveness of elements of its maintenance program, including, but not limited to, maintenance tasks and intervals, maintenance procedures, maintenance methods, techniques, and practices. The validation should occur through a closed loop, continuous cycle of surveillance, investigations, data collection and analysis, corrective action, corrective action monitoring, and back to surveillance.

The NPR is in keeping with the FAA's "Safer Skies" agenda and served as a special initiative undertaken in light of the weaknesses revealed by the inspection of Alaska Airlines in January 2000. While routine FAA surveillance is designed to uncover specific areas of noncompliance, the NPRs aim was to look at the broader perspective of air carrier management systems. As stated in a FAA letter from the Director, Flight Standards Service, in December 2000, "the review teams took an unprecedented look at the air carriers' overall management oversight
systems." The team focused on individual air carrier initiatives and innovations. Additionally, the aim was to identify and share the attributes of a well-run CASS or "best practices" with the aviation community in a proactive approach to raising the safety bar. The NPR Report, dated December 8, 2000, made recommendations for several positive enhancements that are in varying stages of implementation.

The implications in this report that the CASS at the major carriers is inadequate are simply not accurate. At the time of these safety reviews, the carriers' programs were found to meet FAA requirements. As a result of these reviews, enhancements have been made that now exceed regulatory requirements. Collaborative efforts between the carriers and FAA since these reviews have succeeded in raising the safety bar.

NPR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE CASS PROGRAM: Important outcomes of the NPR effort include an improved FAA and industry understanding of CASS that was reached through a collaborative effort. NPR contributions to the CASS program include:

- A standardized job aid for use by FAA inspectors in assessing CASS was established at the start of the NPR. A criteria development group was convened to develop the job aid appropriate to the areas to be reviewed. The development group consisted of individuals from the System Process Audit Program, the Continuous Airworthiness Maintenance Division, Certification, Standardization and Evaluation Team (CSET), Flight Standards Safety Analysis Information Center (FSAIC), and principal inspectors. The group reviewed all available guidance materials, including the surveillance tools, applicable ACs; FAA Order 8300.10, Airworthiness Inspector’s Handbook; FAA Order 8400.10, Air Transportation Operations Inspector’s Handbook; Flight Standards Handbook Bulletins for Air Transportation and Airworthiness; training course materials; and industry information. The job aid was then prototyped at an air carrier to ascertain its effectiveness prior to being used by the review team.

- Action Plans for resolving deficiencies identified at various airlines were in place, in most cases, before the NPR teams departed. As stated in the executive summary of the NPR Summary Report, "As a result of the daily outbriefings, most of the air carriers had corrective action plans in place for any deficiencies noted before the teams departed."

- A prototype or shell CASS program was developed and is contained in the FAA NPR Summary Report. We intend to further develop this shell
into a robust model program that will provide the necessary guidance to industry and FAA. Ultimately, this model, once fully developed, will answer the fundamental question “What does a model program look like, and what should it contain?” This program will be released by January 2003.

- CASS "best practices" were identified and shared with the other 121 air carriers and responsible FAA offices. The FAA NPR Summary Report listed best practices in six of the nine attributes areas. Following are samples of some of the identified best practices:

  - The duties and responsibilities of air carrier CASS personnel are clearly defined in manuals;

  - Automated systems were developed to plan audits, which allows the air carriers to track overdue audits;

  - Formal systems were developed to ensure audits were not closed until all findings were answered in an acceptable manner;

  - Air carriers have documented procedures for the identification of root causes, and the root causes of discrepancies are identified and corrected to prevent reoccurrence.